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Abstract

The CO2-DISSOLVED project explores the technical and economic feasibility of a promising concept combining
CO2 storage and geothermal heat extraction. The CO2 released by low CO2 emitters is dissolved in the extracted brine
via a doublet heat exchanger system. To study the effect to CO2-rich and thus acidic solution in the geothermal doublet,
three reactive flow-through experiments mimicking the injection of a CO2 rich solution were performed. The chemical
interactions in the near-injection well area between the reservoir rock, the cement phases and the acidic CO 2-rich
solution was investigated under geothermal reservoir conditions. The main results are i) the formation of a highly
permeable network due to specific dissolution pattern called wormholes, and ii) the preservation of mechanical
cohesion the cement/rock interface despite the cement carbonation. The experimental results are compared with those
obtained by chemical-transport modelling with the coupled PHREEQC-MARTHE codes.
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1. Introduction
To tackle the issue of climate change, a lot of Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) projects [1] have been launched
to develop strategies and technologies that safely and permanently store carbon dioxide (CO 2). CCS involves a
combination of technologies to capture CO2 from large emission sources like fossil fuel plants and industrial facilities,
transport it to a suitable location and bury it into deep geological formation. These projects generally plan for the
injection of CO2 under supercritical state, thus maximizing the stored quantities that can reach several millions of tons
per year. Novel CCS concepts emerge and consist in injecting dissolved CO2 in brine instead of supercritical phase.
This option offers substantial benefits in terms of lower brine displacement risks, lower CO 2 escape risks, lower to
none pressure buildup in the storage aquifer, and the potential for more rapid mineralization. Thereon, the synergy
between geothermal heat recovery and CCS appears as a promising alternative as it offers a way to offset some of the
cost of storage [2]. The CO2-DISSOLVED concept [3-4] combines the injection of dissolved CO2 close to an emitting
source and the recovery of the geothermal heat from the extracted brine. The proposed project opens new potential
opportunities for local storage solutions dedicated to low emitters (< 150 000 t/years) and constitutes an interesting
way of valorizing the brine reinjection, demonstrating that an actual synergy between CO 2 storage and geothermal
activities may exist. This approach relies on the geothermal doublet technology (commonly used in the Paris Basin,
France), where the warm water is extracted at the production well and the cooled brine re-injected in the same aquifer
via a second well (injection well).
The acidification of the brine caused by the presence of dissolved CO 2 involves complex phenomena in the near
wellbore region that should be accounted for the design and the sizing of the whole system. Indeed, the injection of
CO2-rich acidified water has an effect on the chemical reactivity of fluid and solid phases resulting in dissolution and
potentially, carbonate precipitation [5,6,7,8,9,10]. The CO 2-saturated brine-limestone reactions provokes changes in
petrophysical properties of the host formation which are characterized by an increase of porosity and permeability
[6,11,12,13,14] especially at the immediate vicinity of the injection well. The long term behavior of the reservoir will
be modified in term of injectivity, storage efficiency and integrity. Similarly, acidified water will be much more
aggressive for the well casing than standard cold brine in classical geothermal doublets. It could also induced
mechanisms of chemical alteration of well cement weakening the mechanical cohesion between the different interfaces
(cement-rock and cement-steel tube). Well integrity can be thus compromised because of the potential development
of leaks [15,16,17,18].
A good understanding of the mechanical impact near the injection well induced by the injection of CO 2 acidified
solution is essential for producing reliable model for risk assessment. Specific work, focusing on the near-injection
well area and relying on both new experimental and modeling approaches are carried out in the framework of the CO2DISSOLVED project. The so-called MIRAGES2 (acronym, in French, for “Radial Model for Greenhouse Gas
Injection”) experimental device is designed by the GeoRessources laboratory for injection of a CO 2-rich aqueous
solution in an injection well at the centimeter scale under realistic storage conditions (60°C – 120 bar) [19]. Three
flow-through reactive experiments were performed on cylindrical samples composed of Lavoux limestone, a class G
Portland cement and a well casing made of stainless steel in order to quantify the effect of CO 2-enriched solution on
reservoir and well properties. The main transformations of the materials (cement, steel and limestone) were
investigated in terms of mineral dissolutions, precipitations, and petrophysical properties. The ongoing monitoring of
injection and confining pressures and temperatures as well as the flowrate of the injected solution and the pH of the
solution outside of the core plug were implemented. The evolution of the porous network in samples was also
investigated after each experiment using 3D X-Ray micro-tomography. The evolution of the cement phase, its
carbonation, and the different interfaces were analyzed using the Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). The Raman
spectroscopy enabled the determination of the nature of the calcite polymorphs precipitated in the cement phase during
experiments.
Simultaneously of the experiments, geochemical modelling were performed using the coupled MARTHEPHREEQC codes [20,21]. The data gathered during experiments were compared with results from numerical reactiontransport codes used to predict the behavior of the geothermal doublet with time. This study combining
experimentation and modelling carrying out at the laboratory scale is very important in understanding and predicting
the rock behavior at the reservoir scale.
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2. Experimental methodology
2.1. Sample description
The Lavoux limestone is a Dogger (Mid-Jurassic) oolitic limestone from the Oolithe Blanche Formation of the
Paris Basin. Due to its high storage capacity, the deep formation of the Dogger of the Paris Basin was identified as a
relevant target for supercritical CO2 storage [24,25] and has been used for hydro-geological and geothermal purposes
for 40 years. This study was carried out on plugs sampled on quarry in Chauvigny in the Southwest of the Paris basin.
From a structural point of view, the Lavoux limestone is a packstone to grainstone mainly composed of oolites,
peloids, and bioclasts linked by a CaCO3 cement (Fig. 1). The oolitic carbonate contains a micritic matrix. Locally,
the cement is made up by large size syntaxial sparites (100 – 200µm) and moderate size rhomboedral calcites (10 –
50 µm, Fig. 1c). Petrophysical analyses are performed with focus on porosity and permeability parameters. The total
bulk connected porosity is 25.38%. The porosity is mainly composed of pores of 0.03 to 1.46 µm corresponding to
the inter-oolites pores. Two other families of pores of about 3 µm and 200 µm correspond to the inter-oolitic porosity
(or macroporosity). The permeability of the rock is of 1.1 x 10-13 m² (88.2 mD). From a chemical viewpoint, the
Lavoux limestone is composed of 98% of calcium carbonate (calcite and low magnesium calcite). This sample was
selected as being representative of a potential good candidate area for a future implementation of the CO2DISSOLVED concept.
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Fig. 1: Illustration of the oolitic facies: Microscopic view of the rock surface (a). Cathodoluminescence image of thin section of the limestone
with the oolites (ool), the syntaxial cementation (cem) in polarized-analyzed light, the oolitic belt (ool-b) and the porosity (arrow). (b). SEM
image (Secondary Electrons) of LAVOUX limestone showing micritic crystals and cement.

Concerning the well material, the cement is a class G Portland cement commonly used for deep well applications.
After hydration the cement is mainly composed by portlandite (Ca(OH)2), calcium silica hydrate (CSH), non-hydrated
bi/tri calcic silicate (C2S and C3S) and other minor phases containing aluminium and sulfates (ettringite) and iron.
The steel used in our experiment is an austenitic stainless steel 316 (EN standard steel name X5CrNiMo17-12-2).
The core assemblage used to reproduce a scaled-down injection well (Fig. 2) is described in Randi et al. [19]. It is
made of the steel tube that is fixed to the core plug with the class G Portland cement.
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Fig. 2: Schematic view of the injection well of the MIRAGES-2 experiment. Dimensions are given in millimeters.

2.2. Experimental conditions
The so-called MIRAGES2 experimental device is extensively described in Randi and al. [19]. It allows to perform
continuous and constant injections of CO2 dissolved in aqueous solution (pure water or brine) under pressures and
temperatures representative of CO2 storage conditions in the Dogger formations of the Paris basin at 1500 m depth.
The core plug samples of limestones are loaded into a 2 Liters “injection autoclave”. The injection of the CO2-enriched
fluid is performed at constant flow rate using a double syringe pump coupled to a liquid mass Coriolis flow meter. A
mixing autoclave located upstream of the continuous flowrate injection system provides a controlled mixture of
dissolved CO2 in solution. During the experiments, regular measurements of the pH are carried out with in situ probes
at the inlet and the outlet of the samples. The experimental procedure consists in two steps: i) a cure period during
which the sample is subjected to reservoir conditions in a close system. This period lasts approximately 10 days and
allows the hydration of the cement phase under the reservoir conditions. ii) a 21 days injection period in which the
fluid is injected radially in the injection zone of the rock sample (Fig. 2).
A set of 3 experiments forcing the cores samples to different regimes of injections of specific fluids are performed
at 60°C and 120 bar total pressure with a constant rate of 150g.h-1. The first experiment is carried out with pure water
in equilibrium with atmospheric CO2 corresponding to the blank experiment (exp #1). The second one is a short-term
experiment with the injection of a CO2-rich solution (exp #2), and the third one is a long-term experiment, also with
the injection of a CO2-rich solution (exp #3). CaCO3 is added to pure water in order to limit the dissolution of the coreplug during the cure period. Finally, the CO 2 concentration in the injected solution is always kept below the limit of
solubility of CO2 in the solution in the experimental conditions. This step keeps the injected phase monophasic and
prevent from any CO2 bubbling in the “injection autoclave”. The conditions of performed experiments are summarized
in Table 1.
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Table 1. Overview of experimental conditions
Experimental conditions

Exp #1:
21 days water

Exp #2 :
2.5 days CO2/water

Exp #3 :
21 days CO2/water

Chemistry of the injected
solution

pure water

equilibrated water
(15mg.kg-1 CaCO3)

equilibrated water
(15mg/kg-1 CaCO3)

CO2 concentration in the injected
solution (P/T)

equilibrated with
atmosphere

0.93 mol.kg-1
(30 bar / 20°C)

0.93 mol.kg-1
(30 bar / 20°C)

Time of cure

9.1 days

10.5 days

9.9 days

Time of injection

21.0 days

2.5 days

20.9 days

2.3. X-ray tomography
The X-ray computed microtomography (CT) is a non-destructive technique used to explore the architecture of a
solid sample with a resolution of tens of microns for our samples. This technic produces a 3D-imagery of the internal
structure of the sample measuring the X-ray attenuation of the material. In this study, the whole core-plugs with
100×100 mm dimensions are analyzed before and after injection. The several different parameters of acquisition are
defined depending on the sample (Table 2). These configurations allow the acquisition of images with a final
resolution between 59 and 105 µm.voxel-1. The 3D reconstruction of the sample is performed using the Datos-Rec
software. The CT images are interpreted in terms of porous (voids) and solid phases by segmentation thanks to the
Interactive thresholding module on the AVISO© software.
The data acquisition are performed at the GeoRessources laboratory using a Nanotom Phoenix (GE).
Table 2: Acquisition parameters for X-ray tomography of the whole core-plug for the different experiments. The resolution (µm.voxel-1) depends
on the span length between the X-Ray source and the sample; the radiography number is the number of images acquired by the detector, it depends
on the angular interval between two successive radiographies.

EXPERIMENTS

Resolution
(µm/voxel)

Angular
interval (°)

radiographies
number

Exposure
time (ms)

X-ray tube of
nanofocus
tension (kV)

Beam intensity
(µA)

Exp #1

100

0.24

1500

1250

110

100

Exp #2

105

0.35

1020

1250

110

50

Exp #3

59.57

0.24

1500

1000

145

300

3. Modelling approach
The experiments of dissolution of a calcite core have been modelled with the MARTHE-PHREEQC numerical
code [20]. This code results from the coupling of the MARTHE code [21, http://marthe.brgm.fr/] for flow and transport
in porous media, and PHREEQC modules for geochemistry [22,23].
In the first modelling, as a simplifying assumption, the cement has been assumed to be impermeable and non-reactive.
In the second modelling, the reactions with the Portland cement have been considered. Both simulations have been
performed with a radial grid, supposing a radial symmetry around the well. This makes it possible to greatly reduce
the number of cells and hence the calculations time, which is quite long, as it will be shown.
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3.1. Geometry of the core and the chamber
The modelled chamber (injection autoclave) is a cylinder of radius 6.25 cm and 16.25 cm height (volume
1.99 liter). The modelled sample is a cylinder of radius 5.0 cm and 10.0 cm height (volume 0.78 liter). The radial
irregular grid comprises 35 rows of 19 columns (665 cells). The rows represent circular slices in the vertical direction,
and the columns represent the widths in the radial distance. The vertical slice thickness ranges from 0.25 cm to
1.25 cm, and the radial width from 0.25 cm to 0.50 cm. The model grid is displayed in fig.3.
16.25

Outlet

Chamber

13

9.75
Cement

6.5
Injection

3.25

Core
0

0

2.5

5

6.25

Fig. 3. Modelling radial grid. (Dimensions are in cm). The horizontal axis is the radial distance.

3.2. Flow and transport parameters
The hydraulic parameters are:
x Calcite sample: porosity 10 %, hydraulic conductivity 1 mD
x Cement: porosity 28 %, hydraulic conductivity nearly 0 (10-20 mD)
x Injection and external chamber: porosity 100 %, hydraulic conductivity = 50 mD
The flow is injected at a rate of 9.375 cm3/hour in each of the 16 cells representing the injection chamber (total flow
is 150 cm3/hour). The outlet is set in the upper right corner with a prescribed arbitrary hydraulic head of 20 cm
(0.2 bar). The hydro-dispersive parameters are: molecular dispersion = 10-9 m2/s, dispersivity = 1 cm

4. Results
4.1. Evolution of the limestone reservoir
The in situ measurements of pH during experiments (Fig. 4) indicate an increase during the cure period up to values
between 9.2 and 10 depending on the experiments. The ettringite and the portlandite of the cement phase act as a buffer
and control the pH of the solution.
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For the blank experiment (exp #1), a slight decrease of the pH occurs during the 8 first days of the injection in the
core-plug of pure water at equilibrium with the atmospheric CO 2 with a value dropped from 9.8 to 9.4. The pH then
remains relatively constant until the end of the experiment. For experiments with dissolved CO 2 (exp#2 and #3), as
soon as the CO2-rich acidified solutions with a pH value of 3.6 is injected, the pH at the outlet of the core-plug dropped
to 6 during the first 30 minutes of injection due the formation and dissociation of the carbonic acid. Then a sill lasting
1 or 2 days is followed by a new acidification with values reaching 5.4. This phenomenon demonstrates a competition
between the carbonates and the cement phases to control the pH.
12
11
10
9

7
6

pH exp #1

5

pH exp #2

4

Injection

pH

8

pH exp #3

3

pH injected solution

2
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

Duration (days)
Fig. 4: pH measurements of the injected solution and of the solution at the outlet of the core-plug during the different experiments. The pH of the
injected CO2-rich solution is given for comparison.

The observations of the core-plug removed from the autoclave after experiment with pure water does not reveal
visible changes neither apparent trace of dissolution on the outer part of the sample (Fig. 5a). Experiments #2 and #3
with CO2-rich solutions lead to the formation of millimetric to centimetric holes visible on the wall of the core plug.
These holes appear after only 2.5 days of injection (Fig. 5b) and increase in diameter when the alteration time increases
(Fig. 5c).
The CT analysis shows the development of a radial porous network induced by the injection of the different fluids
(Fig 5). Despite the alkaline environment, a dissolution pattern resulting on the injection of pure water is observed
and corresponds to a ramified and complex wormhole structure mainly at the bottom of the injection point (Fig 5a
bottom part). These wormholes can be defined as dominant with branches formation. No modification of the well
geometry is noticed at the injection point. After 2.5 days of injection of aggressive fluid (exp #2), significant dominant
wormhole structure is also observed at the bottom of the injection point. However, in this case, a main wormhole
forms from the upper part of the well to the outer part of the core-plug. Secondary channels branching from the
predominant channel of dissolution are also visible (Fig. 5b bottom part). The appearance of this large diameter
wormhole after 2.5 days of injection demonstrates that the injection of the acidic solution leads to a rapid and
directional dissolution of the carbonate minerals. However, after this experiment, the geometry of the well has not
changed near the injection point. The continuous renewal of the acidic fluid during 21 days (exp #3) increases
significantly the diameter of the main wormhole at the upper part of the well (from 9.8 mm after 2.5 days to 13.3 mm
after 21 days, on average). Radial channel branching is also present at the bottom of the well with a radial extent
length similar to exp #2. This largest wormhole carries the majority of the injected fluid, resulting in a constant and
rapid increase of its diameter at the expense of the shorter wormhole [26] located at the bottom of the well that seems
to stop growing and eventually to close up. After 21 days of injection, the well with initial cylindrical shape becomes
conical.
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a:Exp #1

b: Exp #2

c: Exp #3

Injection
tube

Injection
zone
20mm

20mm

Fig. 5: View of the samples after experiment and after drying for 24h at room temperature (upper part) and comparison of dissolution patterns
(3D models) based on results of X-ray computed tomography (CT) (bottom part) for (a) pure water in equilibrium with atmospheric CO2 (exp #1),
(b) short-term experiment with CO2-rich solution (exp #2) and (c) long-term experiment with CO2-rich solution (exp #3).

4.2. Results of the cement/rock interface evolution.
Observation of the cement/rock interface is realized from polished cross sections of the core-plugs. Experiments
exp #1 (Fig. 6) and exp #3 (Fig. 7) with the same duration of alteration are compared. The detail observation of the
interfaces reveals a good mechanical cohesion and the absence of fractures or cracks between the cement and the
limestone for both experiments. Nevertheless, a reactive zone parallel to the interface develops from the interface into
the cement zone. The optical images of the thin sections (Fig.6b and 7b) highlight this zone (red line).
a

b

limestone

dissolution
zone
Fresh
cement

limestone

cement

Alteration front

Interface

cement

Red = calcite
Green = silicate
Black : No characteristic signal

100µm

c

limestone

Fig. 6: Experiment exp #1 (pure water): a) Sampling at the rock/cement interface, b) SEM (BSE) picture showing the cement alteration and the
cement/limestone interface and c) Raman mapping at the rock/cement interface shows a limited calcite precipitation in the cement phase.

In the blank experiment (exp #1), the thickness of the alteration zone is about 450 µm corresponding to an averaged
alteration speed of 0.88µm.h-1. The SEM observations reveal an increase of the porosity of the cement matrix at the
cement/limestone interface (dissolution zone, Fig. 6b). This is due to the leaching of the calcium bearing phase (C2S,
C3S and CSH) of the cement by the injected solution. The Raman mapping shows also a limited carbonation of the
cement phases (red dots in the cement).
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In the case of the injection of the acidic solution (exp 2 and #3), the thickness of the alteration front is around 457
µm after 2.5 days of injection and 1,518 µm after 21 days corresponding to an average speed of alteration of 7.61 and
3.03 µm.h-1 respectively. The reaction zone can be subdivided in 3 zones corresponding to different chemical
processes (Fig. 7). A first zone (Z1), with a higher porosity, where the CSH matrix is dissolved, can be identified. The
Raman mapping shows the presence of the C2S and C3S silicate phases (green dots in the cement). In the two other
zones (Z2 and Z3), the SEM observation (Fig. 7b) reveals a dense CSH matrix with a precipitation intimately related
to the matrix. Raman analysis indicates that this secondary precipitation corresponds to aragonite (Fig. 7c). In Z2 and
Z3, the C2S and C3S are replaced by an amorphous silica phase. The area close to the interface with the rock (Z3)
appears more porous than the intermediate zone (Z2).

limestone

Propagation
zone

Z3

Z2

Z1

400µm

Fresh
cement

400µm

Altered
cement

Z2

Interface

limestone

Z3

c

Alteration front

b

a

Fresh cement

Z1

Red : Calcite
Green : Silicate
Blue : Aragonite

Fig. 7: Experiment #3 (CO2-rich solution): a) Sampling at the rock/cement interface with an altered zone of the cement delimited by the red line,
b) SEM (BSE) picture showing the cement alteration divided in three zones and c) Raman mapping at the rock/cement interface showing a strong
carbonation of the cement with aragonite precipitation.

5. Discussion
5.1. Dissolution of the limestone reservoir
The thermodynamics instability triggered by the massive injection of dissolved CO 2 into a carbonated reservoirs
induces a dissolution front at the vicinity of the injection well. The acidic solution in contact with the rock formation
reacts with the porous matrix and leads to the increase of the local permeability and thus of the mass transfer resulting
in an increasing of porosity. Conversely, precipitation phenomenon can be observed due to an enrichment in cations,
especially Ca2+, induced by carbonate dissolution and a local oversaturation of the solution with respect to carbonates.
The prominence of the processes depends on reactive transport mechanisms, i.e. on the coupling between
dissolution/precipitation and diffusion/advection. An anisotropic evolution of the system was highlighted during
experimental studies and was dependent on different factors as the intrinsic characteristics of the rock (nature,
permeability, heterogeneity, reactivity,…), the process parameters (injection flowrate, CO 2 concentration,…) and
thermodynamics conditions (Pressure, Temperature). Percolation experiments of a CO 2-enriched fluid through a coreflood carbonated rock sample have been performed in geological reservoirs conditions closed to our experiments by
different authors [6,8,9,10]. These results underline the diversity of the dissolution patterns as a function of the
operating conditions influencing the mass transfer in the geological environment. A high flowrate generally stimulates
the growth of a very localized dissolution with the appearance of highly conductive channels, referred as wormholes.
The distribution and the geometry of these channels are controlled by the heterogeneity of the pore structure. The
wormhole leads to a preferential flow path at the expense of the porous matrix [10]. It is important to remark that
acidic solution penetrates predominantly within local domains of pre-existing fractures [27,28] and vuggy carbonates
[29]. Moreover, depending on the PCO2 in the system, uniform dissolution can also be observed [6] far from the
injection point. The determination of the dissolution pattern and the impact on the petrophysical properties of the host
reservoir remains complex mainly because of the competition of the acidic effect (decrease of the pH) induced by the
injection of a CO2-rich solution and the transport phenomena which can lead to local oversaturation. Dimensionless
numbers (the Péclet-Damköhler numbers) characteristic of the reactive transport problem can help to characterize the
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dissolution regimes. The Péclet number Pe represents the significance of the advective rate on the diffusion rate and
is defined as:

Pe

X ul
D

where l (cm) is the representative pore lenght and could be taken as the square root of the permeability, D is a
coefficient of effective molecular diffusion (cm-2.s-1), and X is the interstitial velocity (cm.s-1) defined here as the
Darcy velocity Q (cm.s-1) divided by the porosity I.
The Damköhler number represents the ratio of the dissolution to the advective rates and is defined as:

Da

k ul

X

where, k is a reaction rate (s-1). The k constant is calculated multiplying the mineral dissolution rate R (mol.cm -2.s-1)
by the specific surface area Sspec of the calcium carbonate (cm2.mole-1). According to our experimental conditions, the
calculated Péclet number ranges from 0.0152 to 0.1 with a diffusion coefficient for Ca 2+ ranging from 7.5 x 10-6 cm2.s1
[6] to 2 x 10-5 cm2.s-1 [8]. For the determination of the Damköhler number, the kinetic constant is determined using
the empirical law of Pokrovsky et al [30], k=10 -7.51 mol.cm-2.s-1 and a specific surface area from 106 to 1.5 × 106
cm2.mole-1 [31]. The calculated values range from Da = 0.033 to 0.05.
According to the Peclet/Damköhler diagram obtained from Golfier et al [32] in a system close to our experiments
(Fig.8), the results tend to indicate that a dominant wormhole dissolution and potentially conical wormhole pattern
could be initiated at small scale near the injection point. Initiation of compact or uniform dissolution pattern seems
less probable because the transport mechanism is strongly dominated by advection rather than diffusion.
The development of the shape of the wormholes is mainly subjected to a dominant advection effect at the early
stage of the injection. Once the big wormhole crosses the core plug radius, the diffusive effect tends to erode its walls
inducing an increase of the channel diameter and the modification of the shape of the well in a conical aspect.
It is important to underline that prominent anisotropy of the multilevel dissolution pathways are observed, while
the injection process is basically isotropic from the bottom hole. Different assumptions can explain this anisotropic
patterns. The first assumption is the presence of an initial anisotropy of the porous network. This phenomenon could
be also induced by the mechanical consequences of the sample preparation procedure or could be due to the regional
stress field linked to the geological history of the Lavoux formation. Another explanation could be the geometry of
the experimental test bench constraining a preferential pathway for the fluid circulation. Anyway, the injection of
aggressive fluids induces a dominant dissolution regime that will be responsible for the modification of the porosity
and permeability of the rock at a large scale.
Péclet number
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Fig. 8: Diagram representing the dissolution regime and pattern depending on Péclet and Damköhler numbers in a system close to our
experiment. [29] The red box corresponds to the dissolution pattern expected in our experimental conditions.
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5.2. Evolution of the cement/limestone interface
The injection of the fluids, pure or CO2-rich water, in the rock during 21 days doesn’t alter the mechanical cohesion
between the cement and the limestone. However, a reactive zone parallel to the interface appears in the cement phase.
During the week of cure, the cement phase is hydrated under geological conditions of pressure and temperature and
imposes, together with the limestone, an alkaline environment to the system with initial pH around 10. The injection
of water, more or less acidic as a function of the experiment, induces chemical reactions with calcium silicate phases
of the Portland cement. The reactivity leads to the dissolution of portlandite and a part of the CSH phases, the leaching
of C2S and C3S and the precipitation of carbonates in the cement matrix. All these chemical reactions imply
petrographic changes mainly in the cement phase close to the interface with the limestone. Porous zones are the result
of dissolution processes and are adjacent to carbonates zones, where aragonite precipitate, clogging the porosity
between the CSH.
SEM microscopic observations and Raman mapping highlight three different alteration zones (Z1, Z2 and Z3)
widely described in the literature and corresponding to the different processes described above. The portlandite (CH)
of the cement matrix is dissolved by the CO2-enriched solution and is responsible for calcium release in solution.
Another calcium contribution comes from the dissolution of CSH and the leaching of C2S and C3S leading to the
development of the zone Z1. The diffusion of the calcium coupled to the diffusion of the carbonate ions induces the
precipitation of secondary carbonates, mainly aragonite, responsible for the low permeability and carbonated zones
Z2 and Z3. The zone Z3 located at the rock/limestone interface undergoes, in a second step, the action of the renewed
acidic solution and thus the partial dissolution of the secondary carbonates. This secondary dissolution implies a
localized increase of the porosity by comparison with zone Z2.
Despite the chemical reactivity of the Portland cement used in the experiment, the interface between cement and
limestone keeps a good mechanical cohesion. The carbonation processes don’t seem to damage the physic-chemical
properties of the cement, with a possible profitable effect linked to the decrease of the porosity of the carbonated
zones. Moreover, it has been shown that the mean rate of cement alteration decreases with the duration of the
experiment, likely because the carbonated zone plays the role of a diffusion barrier. However, the zone Z3 has to be
carefully studied since a secondary dissolution is observed, which could lead to a possible opening of the interface.
This zone could be a weakness of the injection well.
5.3. Chemical-Transport modelling
The modelling will explore thee aspects to compare to experimental results. This is the general dissolution of the
limestone reservoir, the wormholing phenomenon and the influence of the Portland cement.
5.3.1. Results from the flow modelling
The computed hydraulic pressure difference between inflow and outflow is 5.2 bar.
The residence time in cells in the radial direction from the center of the injection chamber depends on velocity and
also on the cell size. This residence time is 7.8 seconds in the cell at 0.5 cm from the injection, 11 seconds in the cell
at 0.75 cm and 28 seconds in the cell at 2 cm. The total residence time in the sample in the radial direction is
1050 seconds.
5.3.2. Reactive transport modelling with kinetic: limestone only
For this simulation MARTHE-PHREEQC has been used, with parallel computation of the chemical reactions. In
the simulation it has been assumed, for simplification purpose, that there is no coupling between the progressive
mineral dissolution and the variation of flow due to the modification of porosity and of permeability.
The chemical database which has been used is “Phreeqc Thermoddem” (release 1.10, 12/11/2014) developed at
BRGM (French Geological Survey).
The initial solution in the sample has a temperature of 60°C, a pH of 8.23, and a CO 2(g) saturation of -3.45. The
injected acidified solution contains 0.93 mol of CO 2 per kgw at a temperature of 60°C, resulting in a pH of 3.165.
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In order to get accurate results it is very important to use an adequate calculation time step. A first guess is on the
order of the residence time in the cells, which corresponds to a Courant number equal to unity. It has been seen that
this residence time ranges from 8 seconds, near the injection chamber to 30 seconds 2 cm away. The adequacy of the
time step has been verified by decreasing it until results do not vary significantly. It has been found that a value of 2.4
seconds gives accurate results. The total simulation period being 20 days, this corresponds to 0.72 million calculation
time steps which is considerable. With a 9 processors 2015 workstation the duration of the calculation is 27 hours, (82
% of it for the geochemistry calculations).
The calculation shows that after 10 days the calcite is dissolved in a radius of about 2.0 cm, i.e. 1.5 cm from the
injection chamber (Fig. 9) which is coherent with the observations. The profile is relatively sharp, however attenuation
is observed due to dispersion and dissolution kinetics.
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3.25

0

0

2.5

5

Fig. 9. Calcite concentration in the sample calculated after 5 days (left) and 10 days (right).
Dark blue = Fully dissolved, Orange color = No dissolution.

5.3.3. Modelling with channeling effects
In order to address the channeling effect due to heterogeneity which has been observed in the laboratory
experiments, a simulation has been performed with a radial zone with a higher permeability. The higher permeability
induced a higher velocity (and a higher dispersion) which pushed away more rapidly the water enriched in Ca ions
resulting from the calcite dissolution. In this zone the dissolution is then faster.
For this modelling, in order to simulate a fracture or a fissured zone, the hydraulic conductivity has been increased
in a radial slice of vertical thickness of 2.5 mm intercepting the injection chamber. In this slice the hydraulic
conductivity was increased by a factor of 100.
Fig 10 shows calcite concentration after 2 days, 5 days, 10 days and 15 days. It appears that the dissolution is fast.
After 10 days, the calcite has already been totally dissolved into the circular “fracture”. The dissolution near the
injection chamber is decreased, obviously because it is concerned by less flow.

Fig. 10: Modelling of the channeling effect: calcite concentration in the sample after 2 days, 5 days, 10 days and 15 days.
Dark blue = Fully dissolved, Orange colore= No dissolution.
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5.3.4. Reactive transport taking into account the cement
For this simulation, the cement is taken into account assuming a 100% Portlandite composition. The calculated
pH of the initial equilibrated solution in the portlandite is 11.37. In order to speed up the calculations, the dissolution
kinetic of the minerals has been neglected which is acceptable as it has been verified in preliminary simulations.
The portlandite dissolution calculated after 10 days and 20 days is displayed in Fig. 11. The calcite concentration
calculated in the sample with reaction with the cement is quite similar to the simulation results considering only calcite.
However it appears that, as was expected, there is calcite precipitation near the border of the zone where portlandite
was present.
11.375
10 days

20 days

9.75

8.125

6.5

4.875

Fig. 11. Portlandite dissolution in the sample calculated after 10 days (left) and 20 days (right).
Dark blue = No dissolution, Red = Fully dissolved (21.96 mol/L of sample).

6. Conclusion and perspective
The MIRAGES2 experiment is designed to perform the injection of CO2-rich solutions under the geological
conditions of a combined “geothermal heat recovery/CO2 sequestration” site. This 1/20th scale model of an injection
is used to perform experiments under realistic conditions of injection and gives important information on i) the
evolution of the reservoir, in terms of petro-physical properties, ii) the reactivity of the well materials, Portland cement
and steel, submitted to an aggressive fluid, and iii) the evolution of the cement/rock interface which could be a source
of leakage in case of weakness. The experiments performed at 60°C and 120 bar, with CO 2 aqueous concentration up
to 0.93 mol.kgw-1, have shown that i) the main dissolution process in the limestone reservoir is wormholing, ii) the
carbonation of the Portland cement does not seem to damage the physico-chemical properties of the cement, iii) despite
a strong dissolution of the reservoir, the cement/rock interface remains cohesive all along the duration of the
experiments. However, the interface between rock and cement has to be studied on longer periods since secondary
dissolution of carbonated cement can occur at this interface implying a possible weakness.
The MIRAGES2 laboratory experiments have been modelled with the MARTHE-PHREEQC code [21] from
BRGM. The numerical simulations reproduce reasonably well the experimental observations. This validates the use
of the MARTHE-PHREEQC code for this experiment modelling to contribute in the prediction of the long term effects
of the injection of a CO2-rich aqueous solution in a limestone aquifer.
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